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In a chance encounter with a sinister truck driver tricked out like a rhinestone-cowboy, Odd has a

vision of an outrageous multiple homicide, the murder of three innocent children, that has not yet

been committed. Across California, into Nevada, and back again, Odd desperately gives chase.

Along the way, he meets - and charms - a collection of eccentrics who become his allies in a

terrifying battle against a sociopath of singular boldness and cleverness - and a shadowy network of

like-minded murders whose identities and motivations are mysterious and whose resources seem

almost supernatural.
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I love the Odd Thomas books. When Dean originally announced this character's adventures, he

said it would be a closed-ending series of books--probably ending at book seven. This is book six in

the series, and while I love the Odd Thomas character I am also looking forward to the series

ending in the next book if he follows through with his promise.This novel, "Deeply Odd", is a great

story for the most part. Odd Thomas is here using his psychic magnetism to track down the

"rhinestone cowboy trucker" who has powers of his own. That was a nice twist, as we saw that Odd

wasn't the only person in the world with a touch of the supernatural on their lives. Unfortunately, the

things that made the first book so interesting have slowly begun to fade away in the last two or three

novels in the series. I am all for character growth, but it seems as if Dean has almost lost his original

idea of what made Odd so special and has been moving him into a new character. For one thing, in



this novel the inner monologues become incredibly chatty, sometimes meandering so long you

forget what Odd was doing at that point. Annamarie is another problem. I can fully appreciate the

enigmatic angle Dean is going for with her, but she is so otherworldly now (appearing out of

nowhere in a thrift store hundreds of miles away from where Odd left her, only to find she isn't really

there but is still at home but WAS there hours ago...with no transportation of any kind) she's almost

ridiculous.But the thing I miss most in the Odd stories is the loss of the spirits of the lingering dead

he used to encounter and help often. Alfred Hitchcock is along for the ride now and he's definitely

the most fun companion Odd has had in the series because he genuinely seems to love being a

ghost.

Odd Thomas is back in Dean Koontz's next edition of his episodic series as Deeply Odd. Odd is

now "almost" twenty-two and it's been 19 months since his love and soul-mate Stormy Llewellyn

has been mowed down in the shopping center mayhem. He now lives platonically with still pregnant

Annamaria and is searching for the meaning of life.On a trip to town Odd has an encounter with a

flamboyantly dressed trucker whom he refers to as the Rhinestone Cowboy. He has a vision of him

burning three children on stage with a flamethrower and follows the trucker to a market where he

disappears. Odd knows his next quest has begun.He meets Edie Fischer, an 86 year old pixyish

FBI Agent Dana Scully look alike, who is in need of a chauffeur. Odd reluctantly accepts this roll as

he needs a vehicle in which to follow the Rhinestone Cowboy to a truck stop. Here we meet the

Koontz obligatory "Celeb du Libra" Alfred Hitchcock.The reader begins to suspect that the

Rhinestone Cowboy might have as many paranormal talents as Odd making him a formidable

adversary. Odd, who believes that intuition is the highest form of knowledge knows he must play out

this drama to save the three children as he continues the pursuit and follows the monster along the

highways and byways of California and into his hellish chimeras.This is a rather formulate novel but

for those who are lovers of this character it's one of the better ones. I personally like Koontz's ability

to play with words and phrases and often get a smile from the most innocuous of expressions. In

describing this villain Dean says "He had Nordic features and a melanoma-doesn't-scare-me

tanning-booth glow". When Mrs.
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